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STORY OF BARB WiRE AND ITS INVENTOR.

Let any farmer or stock-raiser go back twenty years,

recalling his own experience with fences as they were

then; the expense of first construction and of continuous

repairs on account of breakages and weather wear; his

efforts to keep unruly cattle in pasture, from wasting

his grain and killing themselves; his anxieties and cares,

and his harrowed feelings as he gazed oncrops£
Let pass before his mental vision the features of long

legged steers ormeek faced cows,thatused to make his life

£ that delighted in tearing down what he had

built up and in pushing through what he had to climb;

that would have untied the Gordian knot if it had been

in their way; in fine, that “mocked at" his best inclosures

and piled upon him his heaviest burdens of sin and suf.

fering. Let him comparethese pests

of the past with the well behaved

tor in New York City, patented what he called “a thorn

wire fence,” naming it thus in memory of the thorny

hedges of his native isle. He made the wire originally

and strung it along the top of his yard fence for the pur

pose of preventing the cats from using it as a promenade,

and then it occurred to him that it would be effective as

a fence against cattle, so he got a patent for it. Nothing

came of these inventions however, and the public did not

hear of them until years after, when the practical efforts

of others brought them into notice and gave them im

portance.

In 1873Joseph F.Glidden then of themature age ofsixt

years, a prominent farmer and stock-raiser of De Kal

county, Ill., had been terribly annoyed by cattle break

ing£ a fence made of smooth wires and a board at

the top.

village (then), and got some No. 13 wire, nippers, etc.

With these he returned and began operations. He ex

perimented a little in twisting to see how it could be

done; then he fastened the ends of two wires to the

side wall of the old house, brought in a grindstone and

attached the other ends to the treadle end of the crank,

drawing the wires tautand parallel, ready for the barbs

and twist. Taking an end of the No. 13 wire he twisted

it with his fingers twice around one of the wires so as to

form a hub or wide bearing—letting the end project;

then he cut it off at proper length, and the first two

point standard barb was made and attached. He con

tinued the operation until the strand had sufficient barbs;

ust then Mrs. Glidden came in to see what he was do

ing, and took her part in an act that marked an epoch in

ey (the cattle) had exhausted his patience and J the development of this country, by turning the grind

stone which twisted the wires,

while Mr. Glidden steadied them

and disciplined herds of the pres

ent; and his costly old ragged lines

with the cheap,clean and thorough

ly effective patent barbwire fences

of to-day. aving madethese re

flections and comparisons how can

he refrain from exclaiming when

thinking of the inventor, “What

a great and good work hath this

man wrought for us!" . But too

many have forgotten old troubles

and too many do not realize the

magnitude of the change and of

the benefits resulting, therefore, I

bring the facts home to them.

I was reminded in a very prac

tical manner a few days since, of

the difference in cost of fence

building, between the present and

the past. In adjusting an old line

fence it was discovered that I had

ninety rods too much. So I told

my neighbor that I would sell him

half atpresent worth of material. It

wasconstructed of four barbwires,

with cedar posts about twelve feet

apart. The wires were ten years

old and not galvanized. hey

were not worth half as much as

new so we fixed the price at 2c.

per lb, or 8c. per rod, and that

made $360 for the whole. Fifty

five posts, old but good yet, at 10c.

made $5.50, and 10c. for the old

staples brought the price up to

$9.20 for forty-five rods of fence

that nothing had everbeen through

since it was putup, although along

a line that I used to watch nights

by sleeping withmy window open,

So£ might hear the cattle if

they went through; and many a

time have I been awakened by the

crash of boards or snap of corn,

but never once since these barb

wires were put up. I paid for

them then 18c. per lb., and I blessed

the maker for furnishing mesome

thing that preserved my crop and

“gave merest o' nights.” But now,

£gh betterwire can be bought

for less than a third (owing largely

to the facility with which patented

machines make it) farmers curse

the inventor and manufacturer as

monopolists; combinations are

formed and granger judicial de

cisions are launched against them,

as if they were enemies instead of
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and kept the barbs in place. And

thus was the first piece of practical

barb wire made—the prototype of

the Glidden-Ellwood barb as made

to day, and the first step was taken

in the great progressive movement

by which the system of fencing

has been revolutionized. Into

what enormous proportions has

the little ball grown that husband

and wife started rolling that pleas

ant fall afternoon! It was like

the first spadeful of earth on a

railroad to reach across the conti

nent. , Little did they dream that

they had discovered the source,

the beginning of a vast stream of

wealth and public benefaction.

Nextday–October 27, 1873—he

Went toC# and employed an

attorney to file application for a

patent. This application was at

first rejected on reference to the

Kelly patent before mentioned.

Then he turned his attention to

other plans for barbing wire, and

in February following he took

another model to his attorney in

Chicago. This represented a sec

tion of barb wire fence with three

strands, of which the upper was a

single wire provided with four

pointed barbs, substantially the

same as the present Glidden four

point barbs. The middle strand

was the same as that shown in his

first application. And the lower

One was formed of two parallel

untwisted wires around which two

point barbs were wrapped. Be

tween two barbs at intervals the

wires were spread with a spiral

spring cased in a slotted tube

and attached transversely; the

purpose of which was to keep

wires sufficiently taut to hold

barbs in place when the strand

was strained. Drawings and ap

plication were only made how

ever for the lower strand; for the

reason that the middle one was

already in the patent office, and the

top one was neglected because of

Mr. Glidden's lack of appreciation

of its value and his inexperience

in such matters. Patent for this

lower strand only was duly is

sued, which shortly after he sur

rendered for a re-issue covering

both upper and lower strands.benefactors of their race.

And now I am going to tell you

how practical barb wire was in

vented, and about the inventor—the man to whom the

West owes more than to any other in the long list of those

whose genius and foresight have aided so largely in the

development and elevation of farming. It is very seldom

that the first conception of a process or machine is prac

tical, or can be made practical by following the original

method or plan. Nearly every great invention has been

foreshadowed by some one whose aims were too ad

vanced for his time, who threw out an idea that could

not on account of conditions current be practically ap

plied, or was not really required under the existing cir

cumstances; and thus it was with the invention and prac

tical application of barb wire for fencing. In June,

1867, L. B. Smith, of Ohio, obtained a patent for string

ing upon wire rotary spools provided with radial spurs,

and the next month Wm. D. Hunt, of New York, got a

patent for a fence wire protected by metal disc spurs.

Neither of these men knew what the other was doing,

but both were aiming at exactly the same result. Along

in February following, Michael Kelly, an Irish corn doc

all his ordinary resources. He drove sharp nails through

the boards at the most exposed places with good results,

and that determined him to barb the wire. He saw that

if he could successfully accomplish this he could control

his unruly cattle; but it was a difficult problem. Mr. Glid

den had—what above all things is required for a practical

invention—experience; he knew what unruly cattle were,

and what a fence must be that should hold them. He

wanted what would answer his purpose; hence he went

at it with singular directness. He proved the truth of

the old saying that “necessity is the mother of inven:

tion.” He thought of several plans, rejecting one and

another until at last the right one occurred to him. He

came in from his work one day—it was the 26th of Oc

tober, 1873—a little before dinner, and went down to

an old house in the yard (it was the one he had occupied

in pioneer days) where he had some No. 9 fence wire,

and there made his first attempt to put his plan in ex

ecution. He found at once that he could not twist that

sized wire into barbs, so after dinner he went to De Kalb

Afterward he invented an oval

single wire provided with two

point barbs wrapped twice around like the others; and

meantime his original application was granted.

Mr. Glidden's practical mind grasped this proposition

at first: That the barbs to accomplish their purpose suc

cessfully must be fixed and firm. Loose spurs or any

thing that could be rubbed aside would not answer

hence he wound his barbs twice or more around the wire

so as to form a hub or wide bearing to support the points

against lateral strain, and also to afford surface for the

twisted wires of the strand to grasp and hold; and this

method of attachment was the first that could be followed

with sufficient facility and economy in construction, to

enable its manufacturers to place it upon the market at

a price that farmers could afford to pay. On the start

it was made almost entirely by hand-rude twisting

devices assisting; but the demand forced the invention

of machines to make it fast enough to'' These as

they were perfected reduced the cost of manufacture;

and as the price of plain wire has steadily fallen it has

happened that the increased demand has been regularly
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met by reduced prices. At first when it was dlfiicult to

get, inferior in quality and the price fully three times

what it is now, people paid for it thankfully and did not

grumble; but the dissatisfaction at cost began with the

ecrease in price, and has increased in volume as price

has been lowered and quality improved. At first the

inventor and manufacturers were benefactors, now they

are monopolists.

About the time Mr. Giidden was getting up his several

barb wires 1. L._Ellwood, a hardware merchant of De

Kalb, was stud ng over and trying to solve the fence

problem. He ame favorably impressed with Glid

den’s devices, so they entered into partnership for the

purpose of manufacturing barb wire. They began work

with a few hands, chiefly boys, in a little rented building;

but they soon found that the had “struck oil“ so they

erected a small factory, and n the spring of 1875 they

opened up with some thirty men. Success followed their

efforts from the start; their trade increased and widened

faster than they could sup ly it. Improvements were

made, additions added an the business was pushed to

the extent of their ability by Glldden and Ellwood until

March, 1876, when the Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.,

Worcester, Mass, purchased Mr. Glidden’s half interest

for $60,000 and a guaranty of 25c. on every hundred

pounds of barb wire fencm r made. This ro alty has

been cut down from time to t me until now it but 5c.

per hundred pounds, and still it yields a princely income

to the inventor.

When it became settled that barb wire would command

a ready market with profit to its manufacturers, there

was something of a scramble to get hold of the prior

patents mentioned. They had been dormant to the (pub

lic and of no use to the inventors, but they coui be

bought up by speculators and used to bleed the men who

by ther inventions and good sense had made barb wire

practical and valuable; hence it behooved them to make

themselves safe. Hunt was hunted up and the corn doc

tor, Kelly, was in demand; they were found, and the

patents were finall gathered in to support Glidden’s in

ventions and the ashburn-Moen-Ellwood combination.

Other parties began manufacturing; of course, suits

followed, and the patents were sustained. Various com

plications have arisen since, which I will not follow, but

will return a in to Mr. Glidden.

Upon reti ng from the business of manufacturin he

ave his attention tobuilding, farming, and stock-rais ng.

ile erected and furnished the Glidden House at De Kalb

—the best hotel in the county and one of the most popu

lar in the counlry—which he makes his home. He owns

it number of fine farms in the neighborhood; and in con

nection with H. B. Sanborn has a large and well stocked

ranch in what is known as the Panhandle of Texas. He

also purchased and equipped with the best modern ma

chinery a fiouring mill at De Kalb. His disposition

evidently is to use the money that he receives for the

public benefits he has conferred, in substantial and benefi

cent improvements, rather than to hoard it, or to use it

in the channels by which money is amassed through the

misfortunes of others.

Joseph F. Glidden was born Jan. 18, 1813, in Charles

ton, Cheshire county, N. H. He is the son of David and

Polly (Hurd) Glidden, both of whom were natives of

that State. Sometime in 1814 they went to Orleans

county, N. Y., where they resided until 1844, when they

removed to Illinois, going first to Ogle Co., and afterward

to De Kalb, where they died. They had six children,

Joseph F., Betse , Eunice, Willard J., Abl land Ste

phen H. When . F. was about two years oi his arents

removed to Clarendon, Orleans county, N. Y. ere he

grew up on the farm, having the usual educational advan

tages, besides such as he obtained at anelghboring acad

emy. and when a young man taught school some months.

In the fall of 1842 he came out to Detroit with a couple

of threshing machines, and threshed across Michi an to

St. Joseph; there he shipped his machines to Illiho s, and

came out to De Kalb count , where he bought a tract of

land, upon which he settle in 1845. He was first mar

ried in Clarendon, N. Y., to Clarissa Foster, and during

his absence West their two children died. She came

West in 1843 and died the next year. In 1851 he mar

ried Lucinda Warne, of Kane connty, Illinois. They

have one child, Elva F., who is the wife of W. H. Bush,

a Chicago merchant.

In politics Mr. Glidden is a liberal Democrat. He has

been sheriff and supervisor, and a representative man

always in matters afiectlng the prosperity of his town or

section. Speaking as a friend and neighbor of many years,

Ican say that no man in the community has ever en

jo ed in a reater degree the respect, esteem and con

fi ence of h s nel hbors and associates than he; and his

most estimable w fe and their accomplished daughter

have not only been the center of a circle of devoted

friends at home, but they are aflectionately regarded by

a large circle of acquaintances whom they have attracted

by theirintelligence and amiable dispositions. They have

not been spoiled by wealth; and the family is belovedb

all, equally now as when living upon the old farm. t

will be a sad day when death breaks into it.

 

ALUMINUM IN CASTlNGS

The important fact appears to be well established that

castings of wrought iron or mild steel are obtainable

solid, without changing the intrinsic quality of the metal,

by the addition of the metal aluminium, either alone or

in the shape of an alloy. The aluminum makes the

molten metal more liquid, and thus the gases in the metal

easily pass awn , the metal runs readily into the molds,

and a more per ect product is obtained--even a minute

quantity of metallic aluminium added to the molten iron

havln<Ir an appreciable influence. The iron or steel is

melted in crucibles, converters or metal smelting furna

ces of any description, and the addition of the aluminium

or its ailo is made to the metal when molten, shortly

before it is to be poured or the addition may be made

even earlier. By this simple means, it seems, very per

fect castln are made from the softest wrought iron,

which cast ngs in every respect retain their ductility and

the well known nature of wro hile their ten
sile strength is greatly enhance .

LUMBER FOR FARM IMPLEMENTS-—$UBSTl—

TUTES AND FUTURE SUPPLY.
 

For some time past manufacturers of agricultural im

plement have been concerned regarding the future supply

of hardwood lumber. Several ears ago the draft upon

pine lands for fencing, and bull ing lumber also, was so

reat, principally on account of the develo ment of the

Vest, that it seemed as if the supply woul soon be ex

hausted; but happily for the country in general, barb

wire was invented, the enormous drain u n the pineries

for fencing was interrupted and largely iminished, and

ultimate exhaustion indefinitely post ned.

Besides the great and heretofore creasing demand

for hardwood lumber to be used in the construction of

agricultural im lements and vehicles, enormous quanti

ties are requir for railroad cars, furniture, house fin

ishin , etc. The heaviest draft. however, has been made

on w its ash, which after ine fills more bills than any

other kind of lumber. t is altogether the best and the

most commonly used of-any timber we have, in the man

ufacture of machines, implements, tools,etc., because of

its “smartness,” the facility with which it can be worked,

and its disposition to remain where placed. Its in is

strongly marked and it finishes well, hence it is used in

nearly all the departments for which hardwood lumber

is required. Fortunately it had been plentiful] distrib

uted, and n to this time no serious dlfiiculty been

experience in obtaining it, and of good quality. But

the evidences of approaching exhaustion are apparent.

Already the sections from which we formerly our

supplies of white ash—-Michigan, Indiana and Oh 0, have

been drained of their best, and what comes from there

now is of inferior quality, or of another sort. The best

ash is now brought from Tennessee and Arkansas, and

other portions 0 the South can furnish it; but as yet

transportation is against many southern places from

which otherwise it could be obtained in quantity and of

good quality.

Good white oak is getting scarce in northern sections,

but there is plenty of it in Missouri, Southern Illinois,

in Tennessee and other localities South, to be reached

when nearer supplies have ven out. Black 07‘ Red,

which is used largely in shing houses seems to be

plentiful yet. It is not used in machinery and imple

ments as much as it might be, and from my experience I

should judge that lumber cut from large thrifty red oak

logs could be satisfactorily substituted for ash—much

more than it is, to say the least for it.

Black walnut has been exhausted in most northern lo

callties and is advancin in price. The groves scattered

over the prairies of filinois, and the timber bottoms

along her rivers and streams contained as fine black wal

nut trees as any section could show when this country was

first opened, but the early settlers had little idea of the

value of this timber except for making rails, stakes and

posts. It split easily and was durable, so it was slashed

down and many farms were fenced with black walnut

rails. I measured a tree cut_ for rails in Shabbona Grove,

De Kalb County, Illinois, nearly forty years ago, which

was five feet through at the butt and forty-five feet to

first limb, with two or three saw logs beyond. The

grove had hundreds of these magnificent trees; but few,

if any, are standing now. Butternut and cherry/, both,

are scarce and high, and are being displaced by gum,

redwood, etc. Rock elm is used largely for parts that need

to be bent, and in which toughness is the special consid

eration; and sugar maple makes good handles, levers,

etc., as well as excellent timbers and bed-pieces where

weight and soiidlt are required; but no special scarcity

of these two w is reported. The use of hickory in

the construction of farm machinery is quite limited,

hence we get but little information regarding the supply

from our correspondents. This timber is drawn on heav

ily b manufacturers of vehicles, and of light tools; and

as it s a small tree and of slow growth, the drain upon

it is depletory.

So far, as one section has become exhausted another

has afforded suppl . If the youn timber had been pre

served where the o d was taken 0 , ash, and walnut par

ticularly, as ihey grow rapidly, might in the meantime

increase sufiicient y to provide another cuttin , and such

has been the case to some extent; but eneral y no care

has been taken in this regard, and n most instances

Where lumber trees have been used up there will be no

reproduction. At resent manufacturers look south

ward for future su p ies.

In various imp ements, and especially in threshing

machines, /whitewood, and latterly poplar, have been use

extensively. These soft woods usually come through

the same channels and directions as the hard, and ii e

conditions seem to follow; the old sources of su ply are

drying up and new are being opened, southwar gener

all .

s §ieantime, iron and steel have become cheap and plen

tiful, owing chiefly to the invention of im roved meth

ods for producin therh, especially the stee ; and manu

facturers have icon displacing wood with metal so

largely and so generall that possibly this substitution

may diminish the use 0 hardwood to the extent that the

supplies in sight and future growth may keep pace with

demand.

I do not give prices because they depend upon and

vary so much, accordin to location and quality, and, in

deed, I would not be ording any information, as man

ufacturers are much better posted in this regard than I

am now.
 

Not man years ago it was unusual for lumbermen to

come toget er, either for social or business purposes.

Even at the large distributing or manufacturing points

the dealers were of the opinion that they wanted no as

sistance from one another in the way of advice; associa

tion would beget nothin good, they thought. It was

every man for himself. his feeiin of independence

has given way, and to-da there are umber exchanges,

or similar organizations, in most of the prominent mar

kets. The past winter there has been a deluge of meet

ings and conventions. The dealers have learned that an

exchange of views is of value, and that the social feat

ures of the gatherings are by no means to be ignored.—

Northwestern Lmnbermun.
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CONVIOT LABOR.

 

Sxrvnwrcn, Inn, March 7, 1887.

Enrron Faun IlPLE.\fENT Nuws:—'I‘he National

Anti-Convict-Contract Association was called into exist

ence by growing pressure of competition from the great

State manufacturing institutions penitentiaries), affecting

a long line of manufacturing in ustries. Improved ma

chinery, processes and appliances, behind which any

manufacturer may put uns illed labor and turn outa

finished product, are now available to the “State-prison

contractor.”

The legitimate, independent manufacturer makes

heavy investments in a plant, carries its risks, pays its

taxes, and pays, or tries to pa , wa es upon which the

honorable laborer may support iiimseif and family, edu

cate his children and maintain his home as becomes the

American citizen.

The convict contractor generally conducts his opera

tions In shops and from power furnished by the State,

and is furnished mechanics and laborers for about the

cost of feeding them. His output runs to the market in

yearly lncreasin quantities, to meet and force down

prices of the pr uct of honorable labor from the shops

of the legitimate manufacturer. The tendency is to estab

linh the measure of value for a day’; work at Ihc coat of

feeding a convict.

To be sure it has not got there yet, but progress in

that direction has been considerable within the last few

years, in which the employment of modern processes and

appliances has had the effect to raise the quality of man

ufacture in these penal institutions to fair comparison

with the standard factories.

This competition from convict labor is one of the worst

elements in the perplexing "labor problem."

The National Anti-Convict-Contract Associatton, as I

understand its aims, proposes that this element be

promptly eliminated; that the labor of the honorable

citizen be not degraded, either in character or value, by

contact and competition with penal labor. and to this end

is moving for le rislation to prohibit the contracting of

convict labor an for the development of a right public

sentiment on the subject.

The value of labor as a physical and moral discipline

in the management of our penitentiaries, and the neces

sity that it shall in some way contribute to their mainte

nance, is not ignored or underrated, and the association

addresses itself with energy to collecting and collating

information of the results of the various methods em

pl<t)‘yed in maintenance and management of penal insti

tu one of this and other countries, and the best thought

of the times on the subject, with a view to supply valua

ble help to solve the question as to what substitutes for

the contract system can be introduced into State prison

management by which the valuable labor element may be

retained, and at the same time honorable labor be pro

tected from injury from its results.

This is a crude statement of the character and aims of

“The National Anti-Convict- Contract Association," as I

understand them, and is offered in hurried reply to your

favor of 3d inst.

In my opinion it deserves the confidence and co-opera

tion of all who want to see the condition of the industrial

classes betterin , and the good order of society at the

same time grow ng more secure. J. P. Anaus.

 

EARLY USE OF GAS IN DRILLING AND

PUMPING OIL WELLS.

It is a well known fact that very earlyin the histor ' of

the oil reigions of Pennsylvania natura gas was use for

fuel under boilers for raising steam for pumping or drilling

wells. In Bone’s “Petroleum and Petroleum Wells,"

published early in 1865, some five and one-half years

after oil was found by Drake, the followin statement is

made of such use of natural gas, probably 11 186-1:

In many of the umping wells the gas is saved and

used either by ltsel or with coal as fuel for the engine.

To save it, the mingled gas, oil and water—for in spite

of all precautions some water will come up from nearly

every pumping weil—is conducted by a pipe from the

well tube into a tight barrel. The oil and water fall into

the bottom of the barrel and run off by a pipe near the

bottom into a huge tank or vat, where another separation

is caused by the different gravities of the two fluids, the

water sinking to the bottom of the vat. The gas escapes

by a small pipe at the top of the barrel, and is conducted

into the furnace, where it burns with a fierce and steady

fiame. The engine of the Forest City well, as also many

other wells, is run entirely by gas, the jet being spread

into a broad and waving flame by passing through a

piece of sheet iron pierced with holes. Its steadiness is

shown by the fact that the engine house is lit with sev

eral jets of gas of a steadier and purer flame than that

furnished b some gas companies.

This won (1 indicate that at this early period, 1864, the

iping of gas short distances, at least, was no novelty.

ts use, also, for raising steam is shown to have been al

most contemporaneous with the development of the oil

regions.

A correspondent writing to the Pittsburgh Times states

that in a file for 1818 of a Greensburg, Pa , aper, “there

is an account of a man who while boring or salt water

near where the reat gas wells of Grapevilie now are,

struck gas, whic , becoming ignited from a fire near by,

exploded, wrecked his cabin and hurt him badly. I re

lated the story to an old gentleman who said he remem

bered all about it, and who told me this in addition to

the newspaper account of it: He said the man (he men

tioned his name) remarked that he would bore for salt

water if he had to bore into hell to reach it. After the

explosion the general opinion was that he had reached

his destination.” This is the same story that is told of

several other gas weils—one in the Kanawha District of

West Virginia, for example.—-Am. Man.
 

A good many manufacturers in the eastern and middle

States contemplate the erection of small houses for the

accommodation of their workmen, which they will rent

at a low price or sell on easy terms.


